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Definition Songs
To be sung with any simple melody and accompaniment using any voice(s) and
any instrument(s).
The definitions themselves are the verses and the synonyms are the chorus’.
Each verse should use the same musical material, as should each chorus.
The dynamics should be followed as shown in the graph, where the x-axis
represents the full length of the song and the y-axis the dynamic range. Even the
loudest dynamic should never sound harsh.
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lecture
/’lɛktʃə/
noun
noun: lecture; plural noun: lectures
1. an educational talk to an audience, especially one of students in a university.
"in each course there are supporting lectures and tutorials"
synonyms: speech, talk, address, discourse, disquisition, presentation, oration, lesson,
recitation, monologue, sermon, homily
"a lecture on children's literature"
2. a long serious speech, especially one given as a scolding or reprimand.
"the usual lecture on table manners"
synonyms: scolding, chiding, reprimand, rebuke, reproof, reproach, remonstration,
upbraiding, berating, castigation, tirade, diatribe, harangue, admonition, admonishment,
lambasting, obloquy; informal dressing-down, telling-off, talking-to, tongue-lashing;
informal rocket, wigging
antonyms: commendation, pat on the back
verb
verb: lecture; 3rd person present: lectures; past tense: lectured; past participle: lectured;
gerund or present participle: lecturing

1. deliver an educational lecture or lectures.
"he was lecturing at the University of Birmingham"
synonyms: give a lecture, give a talk, talk, give a speech, make a speech, speak, give an
address, discourse, expound, hold forth, declaim, expatiate, give a sermon, sermonize,
pontificate; informal speechify, preachify, spout, jaw, sound off, spiel, drone on
.

give a lecture to (a class or other audience).
"he was lecturing future generations of health-service professionals"
synonyms: teach, tutor in, instruct in, give instruction in, give lessons in
"she lectures in Communications at Dublin University"

2. talk seriously or reprovingly to (someone).
"I do not wish to be lectured about smoking"
synonyms: scold, chide, reprimand, rebuke, reprove, reproach, remonstrate with,
upbraid, berate, castigate, chastise, admonish, lambaste, nag, haul over the coals, take
to task, read someone the Riot Act; informal give someone a dressing-down, give
someone a talking-to, tell off; informal tick off, carpet; informal bawl out

